behind the lavish nation-wide celebrations that were to mark the occasion was Wang Yuanqi 王原祁 (1642-1715), the senior vice president of the Board of Revenue and head of the coinage department. He organised a month-long festival in Peking, with parades and street theatre, etc. He also invented a new way to write the xi 熙 in the motto kangxi and got the festivities in the streets of Peking recorded in a 50 metre long painting. He also designed two large coins, which were presented to every higher official in the whole country. The obverse side of the coins shows the inscription Kangxi zhongbao 康熙重寶 "Heavy Kangxi coin", with the newly designed xi, the reverse the two characters for the mint of the Board of Revenue (baoquan 寶泉), and either two dragons, or a dragon and a phoenix ( Fig. 12 .9, 12.10). Those two coins became very famous and were privately copied for nearly all later emperors. From the reign of Kangxi only one more coin shall be shown here: a privately made and very abstract dragon (12.11, 12.12) .
From the Qianlong reign (1736-1795) onward, every emperor had one or more types of Tianxia taiping coins cast. The one on the top left was cast by the official Eastern Mint, the main mint which also cast all prototype 'mother cash' (muqian 母錢) for the mints throughout the empire. The other three were privately made (Fig. 12.13, 12.14) . The next two were not cast by an official mint, although the inscriptions wish the emperor to live ten thousand years ( Fig. 12.15, 12.16 ). Quite popular were coins with pictures of stars and the moon, like the left one from Suzhou, Jiangsu. The coin on the right, in white copper, might have an anti-Qing message as it ostentatiously shows the characters for sun and moon, of which the name of the Ming dynasty is composed (Fig. 12. 17, 12.18). There are also Qianlong coins with a dragon or a horse (Fig. 12.19, 12.20) , and naturally many copies of the famous Kangxi coins, but also with Buddhist symbols (Fig. 12.21, 12.22) .
If one was invited to a wedding, it was customary to bring a present. A silver coin from a jeweller, inscribed with wishes for the young couple, was considered as quite appropriate for such an occasion (Fig. 12.23, 12.24) . A curiosity is a machine-struck coin bearing the typical inscription of Qianlong coins, yet with a triangular hole in the middle, and a dragon and a spider on the reverse. This coin was made for the 1915 San Francisco World Fair (Fig. 12.25, 12.26) .
During the Jiaqing period (1796-1820) the official well-wishing coins became more numerous. From the four Tianxia taiping coins shown here only one was cast by the main Eastern Mint, the other three are private ones. From the style of writing it can be assumed that it was cast in 1804 (Jiaqing 9, Fig. 12.27, 12.28) .
Then there is a whole official series with the inscription Jiaqing wannian 嘉慶萬年 "Long live Jiaqing", cast in the first four years of his reign, when the Qianlong emperor was retired, but still alive. The first one was a tribute to
